
The Entrepreneurship Academy

AN iNteNsive ACADeMY DesigNeD 

for sciEncE And EnginEEring 

studEnts, postdocs, And 

rEsEArch fAculty who want to 

learn business development or take the 

first steps toward commercializing their 

research. 

…from the lab to the market



The Academy
The Entrepreneurship Academy provides a framework to build a network 
between the university and investment community, as well as a curriculum 
and all necessary materials to train science and engineering graduate and 
post-graduate researchers in the area of technology commercialization 
and new business development, the navigation of intellectual property, the 
development and validation of potential opportunities for commercialization, 
and integration of scientific research and entrepreneurship.

The program provides participants with:

w	A practical understanding of how innovations move from the laboratory 
to the market.

w	The skills necessary to select, guide, and ultimately advocate the 
commercial potential of their own research.

w	A strong initial network of professionals who can help mentor and 
connect these participants as they move forward.

More about the institute >> entrepreneurship.ucdavis.edu

The schedule  
Sample sessions included in each academy: 

w	Networks of Innovation
w	Intellectual Property
w	Development Strategies (modeling finance and investment strategies)
w	Business Validation
w	Technology Validation
w	Market Validation
w	Building a Team
w	Presenting Your Ideas (developing the pitch)

Learning activities
w	Each session is followed by a set of exercises that can be completed both 

during and after the academy. The exercises aid participants in thinking 
through each module and answering questions relevant to developing 
their venture.

w	Participants leave the academy with a 10-slide pitch deck, which they 
can use to pitch their business concept.

Mentoring Sessions
w	A key component to the program are the mentoring sessions. 

Mentors are recruited from the business and investment community to 
provide feedback to participants in a speed-dating format. Mentors 
prepare them for the kind of tough questions they can expect from 
potential investors in a constructive  working session. See sample 
schedule for more details.  

the eNtrepreNeurship 

ACADeMY’s progrAM 
includEs modules covering 

technology validation, market 

and financial strategies, and 

successful presentation skills. 

participants interact with faculty, 

investors, entrepreneurs, and 

industry executives to gain an 

understanding of the path from 

the lab to the market and the 

resources that are  

available along the way. 

the ACADeMY sets A nEw 

stAndArd for the university 

by developing the knowledge, 

skills and networks that allow 

the university to translate 

research to the marketplace, 

and establish a nexus where 

science and industry collaborates 

effectively.



the network
A key component to the academies is the network built 
between the university and the business community. Investors, 
entrepreneurs, and industry experts teach relevant sessions in the academy. 
The participants are introduced to key players they will need to know as they 
move forward with a business and the investors/industry experts have the 
opportunity to find out about the research and technologies coming out of 
the university.

Sponsors and partners provide a ground-breaking platform to move the 
science and engineering research at the university forward over the next 
20 years—out of the lab and into the marketplace. The program provides 
sponsors and partners access to the researchers and scientists working in 
these fields, training opportunities for their own R&D staff, and a first-hand 
look at the research coming out of universities.

“thE progrAM wAs 

siMply outstAnding; 

we were introduced to unique 

and valuable ways to look at a 

problem, succintly summarize 

the key elements, and methods 

to move our ideas forward.”— 

Anita oberbauer, professor and 

chair, Animal science, university of 

California, Davis

“it is rArE to AttEnd A 

confErEncE And hAvE thE 

opportunity to ExplorE 

And forMulAtE solutions 

spEcific to you And 

your businEss.  we had 

the opportunity to create a 

strong platform for launching 

succesfully.”— leslie warren, 

university of California, Davis 

 Educational Programs

Business  
Development 
Certificate Program

The Business Development Certificate is a year-long 
program for science and engineering graduate 
students and postdoctoral researchers who want to 
prepare for a career in industry or learn how 
launch a venture. 

UC 
Entrepreneurship 
Academy

A three-day program for science and engineering 
researchers to learn to commercialize their 
research, meet with investors and other entrepre-
neurs, and develop their initial business plans. 
Priority given to  
UC Davis and other University of California 
students.

Ag Innovation and 
Entrepreneurship 
Academy

A three-day academy for researchers working on 
food, health and ag innovations who want to 
explore lab to market strategies.

Big Bang! Business 
Competition

Annual business competition. Open to UC Davis 
and regional communities. 

Angels on Campus The Angels on Campus is a monthly mentoring 
program for students and faculty to meet with 
angel investors on campus. 

Contact us 
For additional information, contact Cleveland Justis, Executive Director, ctjus-
tis@ucdavis.edu or 530-752-9397. 



Proposal  
Brazil Entrepreneurship 
and Innovation Academy 

Proposal  2/10/2016 
UC Davis Child Family 

Institute for Innovation and Entrepreneurship 



Proposal for Brazil Entrepreneurship and Innovation Academy 
The following scope of work describes the proposed Entrepreneurship and Innovation 
Academy, provided by the UC Davis Child Family Institute for Innovation and 
Entrepreneurship for an entrepreneurship academy in Brazil. 

Scope of Work 

The UC Davis Child Family Institute for Innovation and Entrepreneurship will provide a 
3-5 day Entrepreneurship and Innovation Academy for 30-60 researchers from the Brazil.  

The objective of the workshop is to teach researchers evaluate their research and 
technologies for potential market opportunities. The academy is designed to teach participants 
how to increase the rapid creation of value in new ventures, utilizing a set of well-developed 
tools and processes for moving rapidly between ideation, testing, and execution of new 
ventures and for exploring network strategies for exploring and enhancing business models 
around core offerings.   

Participants develop a basic understanding and skill set for designing, validating, and 
communicating the commercial potential of their research. Over the course of the week, they 
work within inter-disciplinary teams to identify, design, and validate new business 
opportunities, and under the guidance of UC Davis faculty and guest lecturers.  

Academy Format 
The format of the academy is a three-day immersive program integrating lecture, exercises, 
and team projects. Participants will leave with the knowledge and skills needed to recognize, 
develop, and communicate potential commercial and knowledge distribution opportunities 
arising from their research and how to tap the social networks linking them to the 
entrepreneurial community. Students will be introduced to the following knowledge, skills, and 
abilities: 

 Dynamics of innovation and entrepreneurship
 Innovation strategies and work practices
 Evaluating technology/market opportunities
 Building and managing interdisciplinary teams
 Modeling finance and investment strategies
 Rapid prototyping and testing strategies

A schedule follows at the end of the proposal. 

Timing and Location 

The Innovation Academy will take place in TBD 2016 at XX location in Brazil.  

Budget 

Following is a budget for staff time, teaching time, logistics, materials, and travel. 

Fee also includes University NUD, a fee incurred by university departments. 

$110,000 will include: 

• Academy materials (coursebook, handouts)

o Printed coursebooks for the 3-5-day academy.

• Teaching time for 3-5-day academy for:



o Adjunct Faculty/Academic Lead, Graduate School of Management, UC Davis
Child Family Institute for Innovation and Entrepreneurship

o Adjunct Faculty, TBA, Graduate School of Management

• Staff time:

o Pre-academy preparation of teaching and coursebook materials

o Logistical preparation (event coordinator) including catering, site logistics,
materials, supplies

o Program management, including participant coordination, volunteer mentor,
speaker and coach recruitment and management.

• Travel:

o Accommodations for adjunct faculty and staff as needed for academy. Quote
is for four staff/faculty for six nights.

The hosting institutions in Brazil will provide:

o Conference facilities for 3-5-day academy (room and A/V for 30-60 people)

o Meals/dining for students/guest faculty during academy (onsite)

o A/V, miscellaneous event setup

• Follow-up Seesions:

o Four, 1.5 hour web-based training/follow-up sessions in the year following
the Acaemy.

o In-country support of program



 
UC Davis Child Family Institute for Innovation and Entrepreneurship 

entrepreneurship.ucdavis.edu

Entrepreneurship and 
Innovation Academy



UC Davis Child Family Institute for Innovation and Entrepreneurship 
entrepreneurship.ucdavis.edu

Agenda 
Day 1 

8:00 am – 8:30 am Coffee and Refreshments 

8:30 am  – 9:00 am Welcome Introductions 

TBA 

 Leadership 

Faculty 
UC Davis Child 
Family Institute for 
Innovation and  
Entrepreneurship 

9:00 am  – 10:15 am Select Topics 

Kick off Group Exercise on Innovation 

Host Leadership

UC Davis 

10:15 am – 10:30 am Break 

10:30 am  – 12:15 pm Networks of Innovation  
What are the myths and realities about 
how innovation happens? Where do 
great products, businesses and 
technologies come from? 

Institute faculty 

12:15 pm – 1:00 pm Lunch 
Table work on myths of innovation 

Table Teams 

1:00  pm  – 2:00 pm Development Strategies:  
Project Value, Risk and Validation 
What are the key objectives in 
developing a new venture? How do you 
identify and prioritize them? 

Institute faculty 

2:00 pm – 3:00 pm Current Trends TBA 

Changes in technologies 
Changes in market 

Institute faculty 

3:00 pm – 3:15 pm Break 

3:15- pm – 4:30 pm Analyze changes in technologies and 
market as it relates to your project  

Group Work 

4:30 pm – 5:00 pm Elevator Pitches  
Developing Team Elevator Pitches  
What’s the one sentence that effectively 
summarizes your technology/business? 

Groups 

5:00pm – 5:30 pm Developing Team Elevator Pitches  
What’s the one sentence that effectively 
summarizes your technology/business? 



UC Davis Child Family Institute for Innovation and Entrepreneurship 
entrepreneurship.ucdavis.edu

Agenda 
Day 2 

8:30 am – 9:00 am Elevator pitches 
What’s the one sentence that 
effectively summarizes your 
technology/business? 

Groups Presenting 

9:00 am – 11:00 am Market Validation I 
What can we learn from customers 
about the viability of our business?  Do 
they want our offering or do they need 
it?  How can we find out? 

Institute faculty 
Customer Call 

11:00 am – 11:15 am Break 

11:15 am – 12:30 pm Marketing Validation Exercise 
Working in groups– what questions 
would you ask a potential customer in 
order to improve the business plan?  
What else would you do to see if the 
market will benefit from and pay for 
your offering? 

Group work 

12:30 pm – 1:30 pm Lunch 

1:30 pm – 2:30 pm Business Validation  
What is the right business model to 
build around your technology? This 
lecture provides you with the tools to 
develop and compare these options. 

Institute faculty 

2:30 pm – 3:15  pm Business Validation Exercise 
Working in groups – review the 
uncertainties and creates a set of 
deliverables for moving forward 

Class Work  

3:15 pm – 3:30pm Break 

3:30 pm – 5:00  pm Business Validation II 
Review the group results to date from 
the validation exercises and prepare 
for mentoring sessions. 

Group Work 
Prepare for 
Mentoring Sessions 

5:00 pm – 6:30 pm Dinner With Table Exercises Table Teams 

6:30 pm – 8:00 pm Mentoring Session  
Work with mentors to refine your 
materials and talking points for your 
final presentation.   

Mentors and Teams 



UC Davis Child Family Institute for Innovation and Entrepreneurship 
entrepreneurship.ucdavis.edu

Agenda 
Day 3 

8:30 am – 9:00 am Elevator Pitches 

9:00 am – 11:00am Technology Validation I  
Can the underlying technology support 
the business model? This lecture 
provides the framework and tools for 
evaluating the scalability and 
performance of your technology within 
a commercial enterprise. 

Institute faculty 

11:00 am – 12:00 pm Technology Validation Exercise 
Exercise on identifying uncertainties in 
the technology. 

Group Work 

12:00 pm – 1:30 pm Lunch with Key Learning Exercise Table Teams 

1:30 pm – 3:00 pm Development of team presentation 
As a group, develop team 
presentations. 

Group work 

3:00 pm – 5:00 pm Team Presentations 
Participants deliver their final 
presentations 

Next Steps 
What are the next steps for the 
participant to take learnings to action in 
your own workplace. 

Institute faculty 

Mentors 
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